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ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

An improved multi-channel Conductance Void
Meter (CVM) was developed to measure a void Reliable measurements of void fi-action has been
fraction. Its measuring principle is basically based one of major iisues; to be resolved in the field of
upon the differences of electrical conductance of a two-phase flow instrurnentations. Among measming
two-phase mixture due to the variation of void methods otical or electrical contact probes have been
fraction around a sensor. The sensor is designed to used for detearuning the local void fraction, and
be flush-mounted to the inner wall of the test
section to avoid the flow disturbances. The s radiation aenuation tchniques X- or Y beams)

ignal -my
processor with three channels is specially designed for the line- or area-averaged values. The former
so as to minimize the inherent error due to the method disturbs the flow field ad the latter is
phase difference between channels. It is emphasized wqmsive and very hard to handle. By considering
that the guard electrodes are electrically shielded in these facts, the impedance void meter is of definitely

order not to. affect the rneasurements of two-aiase practical use. This is mainly due to the non-intru-
mixture conductance, but to ake the electric fields siveness of sensors, relatively simple nvmsur:ing
evenly distributed in a measuring volume. Void
fraction is measured for bubbly and slug flow principle, and reasonable cost for signal processing.

regimes in a vertical air-water loop. and statistical The void measuring method should be also chosen
signal processing techniques are applied to show by depending on the type of two-phase flow model
that CVM has a good dynamic resolution which is considered to use, of which the flow parameters
required to investigate the structural developments defined are very closely related to the averaging
of bubbly flow and the popagation of void waves method in the model. Since many of the two-
in a flow channel.

phase flow models are one-dimensional and deal

with area-averaged quantities, so the ipedance

sensor can give the area-averaged values directly
To whom all correspondence should be done without further data treatment.
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There are some disadvantages, however, which measuring volume. As xamples of applications,
are sometimes difficult to resolve. The impedance mean and fluctuating components of void fraction
of flow medium is affected by the changes in are measured for bubbly and slug flow regimes in
electrical properties of flow medium and is also a vertical air-water loop, and it is shown, through
sensitive to void distributions, that is, flow regimes statistical processing of void signal, that CVM has
due to the non-uniformity of electrical fields inside good dynamic resolution which is required to
a measuring volume. (Delhaye et al. [11) Several investigate the structural developments of bubbly
designs, including 261 among others, have been flow and the propagation of void waves in a flow
proposed in the past. channel.

Snell et al 2 and Merilo et al. 3 proposed to
use a rotational electrical field with six strip-
electrodes rather than a fixed field commonly used. 2. MEASUREMENT PRINCEPILES
in order to minimize the void distribution effect.
Delhaye et al. 1) concluded, however, that there is The volume fraction of a phase in a two-phase
no apparent advantage of rotational field over fixed mixture can be determined by measuring the
field in case of a vertical flow. Tournaire 4 impedance of a mixture if there exists a significant
proposed that the arc ratio of 12 is the best value difference in the electrical properties between two
to minimize the effect of void distributions on the phases. (Olsen (81) There are components of both
void meter esponse in case of strip-type electrodes resistance and capacitance in the ipedance, and
with fixed excitation field. Geraets & Borst [5) the choice of excitation frequency determines the
proposed a capacitance method using ring-type dominance of one over the other.
electrodes, and Klug & Mayinger 6 tried to A mathematical model of an impedance probe can
measure a void fraction using a capacitance method be brief1v described as follows an impedance Z)
with iage reconstruction technique. Andreussi et of flow medium measured by two electrodes can be
al. 7 adopted to use a ring-type of electrodes. expressed, using an equivalent diagram depicted in

Since most of them were concerned with the Fig. by
mean value of void fraction by widening the width

of void sensor, so their spatial resolution was very + i 2x( C, (1)
poor and the relatively short wavelength of void
waves could not be measured. Furthermore, in -z-2 Xf C,

some of works, the guard electrodes were not where 'R' is a resistance corresponding to fluid
electrically shielded. As a esult, an overestimation conductivity, '�' is a capacitance due to the
of void fraction and apparent sensitivity to void polarization of fluid molecules near the electrodes,
distributions could not be avoided. 'Q' is a capacitance due to the dielectric constant

In this study, a conductance void meter (CVM) of fluid, and is the frequency of excitation which
with multi-channels was developed to measure a is supplied to the electrodes.
void fraction. Its measuring principle is basically In case of a two-phase mixture, 'R is
based upon the differences of electrical conductance influenced by the conductivity of conductive phase
of a two-phase mixture due to the variation of void (e.g., water) and the void fraction, 'G' is affected
fraction around a void sensor. Here, it is ephasized by the dielectric constant of conductive phase and
that the guard electrodes are electrically shielded in void fraction. and Q' is a function of the dielectric
order not to affect the measurements of two-phase constant, excitation frequency and void fraction, if
mixture conductance. They are excited in the same it is assumed that the conductivity and the
way as in the measuring electrodes, but electrically dielectric constant of a non-conductive phase (e.g.,
shielded so that they play only their basic role of air) are relatively negligible compared to those of a
making the electric fields evenly distributed in a
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conductive phase. Using these electrical charac- total resistance (RT) corresponding to the impe-
teristics of a two-phase mixture, a void fraction dance of a two-phase mixture can be decomposed
can be determined by measuring the resistance (R) into the resistance (R) contributed by the conduc-
or capacitance (Q). tivity of a liquid phase, the resistance (Rc;,) corres-

When the fluid conductivity is Large, the pending to a capacitance due to a polarization near
measurement of a capacitance (Q) requires a high the electrodes, and the resistance (Rcd) corres-
frequency excitation so as to minimize the role of a ponding to a capacitance due to the dielectric
resistance and to eminate the parasitic capacitance constant of flow medium. And they can be
caused by a polarization near electrodes, and to expressed by the following relation:
avoid a significant effect of external disturbances on

the measurent system. Thus, for overcoming these R7. (4)
problems, it is usually chosen to measure the I +
resistance. while the influences of and C1, on a Rc R

measured impedance should be minimized by keep- where Rc is a sum of the contributions due to Rd
ing the excitation fequency in the range of much and Rcv. Then the output voltage measured by the
less than MH2 in case of using water as flow resistance, Rm, in the circuit is determined by
medium, and it is preferable to choose small value
to eliminate the role of parasitic capacitance. Rif

Let us extend the basic principle of CVM to a VM iv I I (5)
situation in which a two-phase mixture flows in a R, + Rr

passage between two plates. It can be simplified by From eqn. (5), it is evident .. to make Rm as small
the electrical circuit described in Fig. 2 The as possible for sensitive detection of the changes in
electric current (1), which will be proportional to void fraction of a two-phase mixture since, with
the impedance (Z.) of a two-phase mixture. can be smaller value of Rm, the measured output (Vm)
expressed by becomes more sensitive to RT ad the errors,

which could occur due to the characteristics of Rm,
I -VM (2) become diminished.

W-1 IZ + Rj I

where Rm is a pre-determined value of the 3. DESIGN OF THE VOID METER
resistance installed in the electric circuit of a signal

processor. and V.. is the excitation voltage There are several parameters to affect the
supplied to the electrodes. impedance of a two-phase mixture. They include
If the esistance in the circuit is chosen to be Vel the void distributions in a measuring volume
>> Rm, the current can be determined by formed by electrodes, the excitation frequency as

I V. I well as thevoid fraction. As for the excitation, AC
I Z, I (3) power is usually used to avoid the polarization of

flow medium near the electrodes as well as to

and the output voltage (Vm) detected by a void minimize the changes in electrical properties of flow
meter is directly influenced by the impedance (Z.) medium due to electrochemical interaction between
between two electrodes. Then, Vm provides electrode and flow medium. Ile excitation fre-
information on the void fraction of a two-phase quency determines the characteristics (resistance or
mixture. capacitance) of a measured impedance, as defined in

Let us further extend the basic features to eqn. (1). Another factors to affect the electrical
more realistic situations as shown in Fig. 3 The properties of flow medium include the temperature
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and ipurity concentrations of flow medium. A reference sensor is installed upstream Of the
CVM consists of a main sensor, a reference bubble generator and downstream of strainer where

sensor and a signal processing unit with a sensor only water flows as shown in Fig. 7 in order to
driver. A main sensor, as shown in Fig. 4 as a eliminate the drift in void signals caused by the
sDoolpiece. consists of two measuring electrodes changes in electrical poperties of the flow medium.
and their four neighbouring guard electrodes, of In the signal processor, a main sensor signal is
which both are excited by the same sensor driver normalized by the reference sensor signal to
with an excitation frequency of 10 kHz. The arc compensate a time-dependent variation of the con-
ratio of the electrode portion is half of the inner ductivitY of flow medium. Therefore a unique
circumference of the flow channel. factor to affect the electrical properties at the

The width of an electrode is one of the most location of a ain sensor is the variation of gas
important factors to determine a measuring volume fraction, that is, the void fraction. The contribution
and the spatial resolution of a void meter. With of a gas-phase conductivity to the main sensor
too small width, there exists an edge effect to output s zero-adjusted at the initial setting of the
exaggerate an electrical distribution near a central signal processing unit even though it is negligibly
region of the measuring volume. This can give rise small. As for a material of the electrodes, the
to an overestimation of void fraction. (Snell et al. stainless steel is used to avoid the signal imbalance
[2)) Therefore, in case that the width is chosen to which may be caused by their degradation during
be small compared to the flow channel diameter for experiments.
obtaining good spatial resolution, the edge effect The signal processing unit consists of a sensor
should be minimized, and it could be accomplished driver and a signal processor with 3 channels. The
by adopting some guard electrodes around mea- sensor driver supplies a stable excitation power to
suring electrodes since the guard electrodes can the electrodes of main and reference sensors. The
make the electrical fields evenly distributed in a signal processor consists of a signal detection/
measuring volume. amplification circuit and a filtering circuit per

The width of a measuring electrode should be channel. The principle of the signal processing unit
also determined depending on the bubble sizes is schematically shown in Fig. 5. The variations of
considered and the sensitivity to small changes in the resistance to a change of void fraction are
bubble passages. In this study, its dimension was wmsfered to a differential amplifier via the trans-
chosen to be 10 mm in width, mm in thickness former. The signal coming from the transformer is
and 90' in circumferential angle. which corresponds band-pass-filtered to eliminate a high frequency
to a elatively short width enough to ensure that it noise, then rectified and gain-controlled before
enables to obtain sufficient sensitivity to small transferring to the filtering circuit.
changes in void fraction and to be useful for Figure 6 shows a simplified ccuit of the sensor
detecting void waves with short wavelength. Two driver to supply the excitation to the measuring
guard electrodes with 10 mm in width are installed and guarde electrodes in the main and reference
at both sides of a measuring electrode for evenly sensors. The guard electrodes are electrically
distributed electrical fields. They are eectrically shielded by installing a buffer amplifier with low
shielded in order not to contribute to void measure- impedance, and they do not contribute to measure
ments, but to play their basic role to minimize the the void fraction, but play a fundamental role of
edge effect and iprove a spatial resolution by providing evenly distributed electrical fields in a
eliminating the cross-talk problem. The distance measuring volume. Relatively high voltage of 
between wo successive main sensors is chosen to VDIP is supplied to the main sensor in orde to

be 70 mm in order to meet the necessity of distin- increase the signal-to-noise ratio and the range of
guishing void waves with relatively long wave- output variations corresponding to void fraction
length. changes.
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At the first stage of the signal processor. the avoid the gravity effect on the flow developments,
impedance at each sensor is measured. rectified and and the system pressure is regulated by
amplified to produce a raw signal. Then the raw continuously purging the exhaust air with a fine
signal is transmitted to the second sage here it metering valve at the top of the air separator. The
is properly filtered to produce mean and fluctuating Lest section is vertical and made of acryle to make
components of void fraction. In the mean circuit. the flow visualization possible. The height of the
the signal coming from the main and reference transparent section is about 3 m and its inner
sensors is low pass-filtered to eliminate the diameter is 25 mm.
excitation frequency, and then the main ensor In the present measurements, three main void
signal is normalized by the reference signal to give sensors are used, as shown in Fig. 4 to measure
void fraction information. The normalized signal is the void fraction at 25 m downstream of the outlet
amplified before producing a mean void signal. In of the bubble generator. This can assure that the
the fluctuating circuit, the normalized signal is flow is fully developed (Liu 9 As shown in
amplified by a programmable gain amplifier P.G. Fig. 4 a main sensor is flush-mounted to the inner
Amp.), and then ftered by the low-pass filter with wall of the test section to avoid the flow
a cut-off frequency of around 100 Hz. The gain of disturbances. Guard electrodes are installed at each
a fluctuating signal can be adjusted by 1 2 4 in side of a measuring electrode for obtaining evenly
the P.G. Amp. by depending on an amplitude of the distributed electric fields in a measuring volume.
output signal. With initial adjustments of the signal They are excited in the same way as in the
processing unit, the output of a main sensor is set measuring electrodes, but electrically shielded in
to 10 and Volts in case of 9c and 100 of order not to influence the output signal. The
void fraction, respectively. Then, the void fraction distance between two successive main sensors is
can be directly related to the conductance ratio chosen to be 70 mm, as shown in Fig. 4 to meet
after calibrating the void meter. the necessity of distinguishing void waves with

relatively long wavelength. A reference sensor is
installed upstream of the bubble generator, as

4. CALIBRATION AND PERFORMANCE shown in Fig. 7 to eliminate the drift in void
VERMCATION signals which can be caused by-the changes in the

electrical properties of working fluid.
4.1 Experimental Setup Tests were performed at 4 bars, 18-22 C

under the following test conditions: liquid superficial
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup velocity in the range of J = 012-0.5 m/s, void

is shown in Fig. 7 The loop is composed of a fraction in the range of a = 003-0.5. Statistical
test section, an air supply line, a recirculating signal processing techniques 101 have been applied
water line, an air separator, a heat exchanger and a to the measured void signal to obtain several
pump. Filtered city water, as working fluid, is statistical parameters, which include the probability
circulated with a pump in a closed loop and its density function (PDF), power-spectral density
tempertature can be controlled by a heat exchanger function (PSDF), cross-spectral density function
installed in the line between the pump and air (CSDF). auto-correlation function (ACR correlation
separator. Water and air are mixed to produce a coefficient function (CCF) and coherence function
two-phase mixture in the bubble generator located (COH).
upstream of the test section. The air-water mixture
passes cocurrently upwards through the test section 4-2 Calibrated Results
and goes to the air separator to which another air
supply line is connected to pressurize the test loop. The output signal from a channel-j of CVM
The system is pressurized to 4 bars in order to can be decomposed into the mean value and its
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fluctuating component as the esults, as shown in Fig. 8, are curve-fitted in
the second-order polynomial as follows:

Vi U = vi + V) (6)

- G. = CO CI + C2 2 (8)
Then, the mean conductance ratio, is G.

expressed by where a = 0996 C = 1.674, C = 0134. In order

to relate the CVM output signal directly to the void
G.. V., i zi (7) fraction. it is evident, from en. UY, that the false
G. V. Z. zero (z) should be zero, and the transfer function

where G, is a conductance of the flow medium ratio, k, should be unity. These are accomplished

with void fraction of a in the channel-j, k, is the by zero-adjusting the contribution of the gas-phase
conductivity to the sensor output, which is propor-

ratio of the transfer function between reference tional to the conductivity of gas-liquid mixtures. at
sensor and main sensor-j in the signal processing the initial adjustments of the signal processing unit.
unit� and z, is an output measured with only air in
the measuring volume. Here, the subscripts 'o' and 4.3 Verification of the Performance
T denote the reference sensor and the j-th main
sensor, respectively. The mean conductance ratio is Effect of the amard electrodes
multiplied by the ratio of the transfer functions Calibration results, as shown in Fig. 8, clearly
between the reference sensor circuit and main shows the effect of shielding the guard electrodes.
sensor circuit in order to make the conductance The case without shielding the guard electrodes
ratio to be independent of the excitation power overestimates the void fraction due to non-uniform
supply, the characteristics of the signal processing electrical fields in a measuring volume. The results
unit and the electrical properties of flow medium. are also compared with the theoretical predictions

The mean conductance ratio, in general, of Maxwell [11). Bruggeman 121 and Jeffrey 133.
depends on the sensor geometry, mean void fraction In the pesent design, the arc ratio of the electrode
and mean configuration of a two-phase mixture. portion is chosen to be 12, which is the value to

K, is separately determined. through the initial minimize the distribution effect, and the guard

adjustment of the nal processing unit, from the electrodes with electrical shielding are adopted to
use. Even with these sophisticated features of the

measurement of V, and V. when the main sensor present design, it was difficult to completely

and reference sensor contain only the water. eliminate the void distribution effect, as can be
Therefore, the mean conductance ratio can be seen in Fig. 8, where there are some scatterings of
directly related to the ratio of CVM output from data at the high void faction region. In this region,
eqn 7 and the relation between the void signal much more. non-uniformity of radial void distri-
and void fraction sould be determined from a bution exists than in low void region. This
calibration. CVM can be calibrated using void indicates that the case without shielding the guard
simulators or by the so-called gravimetric method electrodes overestimates the void fraction due to
using manometers. (Delhaye et aL (11) For small non-uniform electrical fields in the measuring
liquid velocity conditions. where the frictional and volume. especially in its central region.
accelerational pessure drop can be assumed In many previous works, however. the guard
negligible, void fraction can be determined from the electrodes did not play their basic role of
measurements of a static pressure difference minimizing the void distribution effect because the
between two locations (AZ = 160 or 268 mm). guard electrodes in their works were not electrically

The calibration was performed at 4 bars and
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shielded, and theirby they played actually the role inherently produced. Figure 10 shows the phase
of a measuring electrode, not of the guard elec- shifts between three main sensors (sensors-AAC
trodes. With this situation. the edge effect could not in Fig. 7 which were produced for the same void
be avoided. In addition, there might occur a cross- informations (Fig. 10(a)) given as input to three
talk problem between the measuring and guard sensors. The inherent phase shifts (bias error)
electrodes without shielding. Snell et al. 2 It is turned out to be below 0.15 % [141 of those
revealed in some of pevious investigations where occurred in actual circumstances in ' the frequency
the calibration curve is similar to the slope of no range of interest 030 Hz). Thus. the errors due
shielding (more precisely. no guard) case shown in to those inherent phase shifts are obviously
Fig. 8. negligibly small in the evaluation of wave propa-

From the evaluation of power spectrum of void gation properties such as the wave speed and the
signal, it was observed that the case without damping factor.
shielding the guard electrodes shows relatively higher
frequency range 30-40 Hz) than the case with
shielding, where major frequency of spectrum the 5. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
range of 030 Hz is distinct with suppression of
high frequency range above 30 H2. Furtheremare, the 5.1 Structural developments of bubbly flow
latter case show more clear peak of CCF, which is
used to etermine the wave speed. than in the former As examples of applications, the mean and
case. These results are believed to come from the fluctuating components of void fraction are
fact that shielding the guards clearly affect the shape measured for bubbly and slug flow regimes in a
arid the uniformity of electrical fields in a measuring vertical air-water loop in order to investigate the
volume. structural developments of bubbly flow and the

propagation of void waves in a flow channel. [151
Phase shifts betwee banner-% Figure 11 shows typical shap� of the time
From statistical signal processing of the void records for four kinds of two-phase flow regimes,

signals, several statistical arameters such as PDF, which were observed in the transitional process
PSDF, CSDF, ACF, CCF and COH can be dawn. from bubbly flow to slug flow. They include the
and their typical shape are shown in Fig. 9 Wave discrete bubbly flow, clustered bubbly flow. chum-
propagation speed can be determined from the peak type flow 161 and slug flow. In Fig. 11, typical
of CCF, and the wavelength from the peak fre- PDF sape for each flow regime is also shown
quency of CSDF. And the phase difference of with its time record. The characterization of those
signals between sensors can be determined from flow regimes using the PDF analysis of void
the slope of the phase component of CSDF from a signals from the CVM sensor is similar to those of
pair of sensors. Jones Zuber 171 and Kelessidis & Dukler [181

The inherent phase shift between each main using X-ray beam attenuation and local conduc-
sensor channel can cause a bias error dectly in tivity probe signals, respectively. The void signals
the evaluation of wave propagation pperties. It from CVM sensors seem, however. to be more
can originate from the difference in the cliarac- practical to use than previous ones since they are
teristics of electronic circuit between channels in representative of the flow information over the
the signal processing unit. With initial adjustments entire cross section of the flow channel.
of channels prior to experiments, it is possible to In Fig. 12, typical shape of the power spectra
eliminate the magnitude difference between chan- for each flow regime is presented, and axial variation
nels. but hardly to eliminate the phase difference of the void signal at a fixed flow condition is
between channels. Therefore, it should be confirmed shown in Fig. 13, where two Taylor bubbles, wich
how much the phase shift between channels is flow successively, are coalesced into a larger Taylor
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bubble while flowing downstream. This confirms be useful for flow regime identification and the
that the Present design of CVM has good temporal discrimination of their transition.
and spatial resolutions enough to differentiate the The mechanism to govern the transition from
diversity of two-phase flow structures. bubbly to slug flow can be characterized by two

From the statistical analysis of void signals, it ways depending on the bubble size. The bubbly flow
was found out that two distinct modes of the flow with large bubble size shows no random collisions
structural developments in bubbly flow are between bubbles, but the gradual coalescences
cbserved, and they are dependent on the initial occur due to the collisions induced by the wakes
bubble size. The developments of bubbly flow behind the leading bubbles or bubble clusters. The
structures are well represented by the time ecord collision frequency increases continuously along the
and PDF as well as by the variation of signal- flow channel even at fixed gas flow conditions. It
to-noise ratio (SNR), as typically shown in Fig. 14. requires a relatively long transitional length as
Here, SNR is defined as a fluctuation component of observed by Liu 9 The bubbly flow with small
void signal normalized by the mean value as bubble size shows random collision without any
follows: gradual coalescences. as observed by Qazi et a.

[19) (no bubble size mentioned in their work), while

(9) the bubble number density increases continuously
Vi as gas flow increases. Neither bubble clusters nor

cap bubbles appear in the transitional process, and
The normalized random error of C, is less than 3 the transitional void fraction lies in the range of a

The varying tendency of the time scale TO. as = 020-OA depending on the bubble size as wel as
typically shown in Fig. 15. well indicates the mode the liquid flow rate. No appearance of gradual
of flow structural developments. It is defined as the bubble clustering but the sudden formation of
time at which ACF has the half of the correlation Taylor bubbles occurs in all cases of liquid flow
value. Tf can be interpreted as a measure of the considered here. Two distinct modes of flow
local time scale, like the relaxation time of the phenomena can be also observed in view of the
flow: the small value of T, corresponding to the propagation properties of the void waves, which
case of the discrete bubbly flow, means that the will be discussed below.
information representing the local flow structures is
lost in very short time and newly brn sources of 52 Wave propagation properties
fluctuations are generated. This can be assured by
the fact that the void fluctuations in discrete bubbly From the statistical processing by applying the
flow are very random-like with small amplitudes, general time delay problem 101 to the void signal. the
as observed from other statistical parameters such propagation properties of the void waves can be
as PDF and SNR. The large value of T corres- estimated, and they include the wave speed, damping
ponding to the transitional and slug flow, means factor, dominantly propagating frequency. wave-
that the flow information at an instant is main- length and he coherence function. The propagation
tained to propagate for certain durations while characteristics of the void waves show two
flowing downstream. different types of tendency. by depending on the

While weLl-established flow regimes are easy to characteristics of structural development in bubbly
discriminate either visually or from PDF diagram, flow. And they are well revealed by the variation
the transitional flow between bubbly flow and slug of major wave propagation properties, including the
flow is not easy to distinguish only by visual wave speed, damping factor, wavelength and the
observations. More precise and objective tools such coherence function, with void fction. [151
as SNR and the flow time scale, which can be Figure 16 shows a variation of the wave
drawn from statistical anaysis of void signals. will propagation speed with void fraction and bubble
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size at j = 0.18 and 049 m/sec. Wave speed of of gas phase appears, the COH value increases and
the clustered bubbly flow, which occurs in large it indicates the maximum in sug flow. The overall
bubble case (e.g., Dt = 4.8 mm), increases uncertainty 141, which includes the random error
gradually -with void fraction and is of the same and bias error, is determined to be within 28 9c for
order of magnitude as the average velocity of gas the phase difference between channels. 89 9v for
phase. And the wave speed relative to mixture COH value, and 72 for both the CCF peak time
volumetric flux is gradually increased. In the (T.) and the measured wave speed (a) for a 95
discrete bubbly flow with small bubble size (e.g., 9c confidence level.
Dt = 32, 27 mm), however, the wave speed
decreases gradually with void fraction and, then
increases very quickly at the tsitional flow 6. SUNUAMY AND CONCLUSIONS
region. It is very similar in magnitude to the gas

phase velocity in slug flow. The wave speed A conductance void meter with multi-channels is
relative to the mixture volumetric flux goes to developed to investigate the structural developments
near-zero as void fraction increases, which means of bubbly flow and the propagation of void waves
that void disturbances propagate with the same in a flow channel. The signal processor with three
speed as a mixture center-of-volume velocity. The channels is secially designed so as to minimize
present observations such that the varying tendency the inherent error due to the phase difference
of the wave speed with void fraction in discrete between channels, and the guard electrodes are
bubbly flow is dependent on the liquid flow rate electrically shielded so as to make the electrical fields
was not observed in previous works where the evenly distributed in a measuring volume.
characteristics of discrete bubbly flow could not As examples of applications, the fluctuating
been measured because, in their works, bubble size characteristics of void fraction were measured for
was not controlled or its effect was not separated bubbly and slug flow regimes in a vertical air-
from other effects. water loop in order to investigate the structural

The difference in varying tendency of the wave developments of bubbly flow and the propagation of
speed between the discrete and clustered bubbly void waves. And statistical signal processing tech-
flows indicates the propagation modes wch are niques are applied to introduce several statistical
different from each other. And the drastic changes parameters which can characterize the flow struc-
in wave speed in the transitional region also tural developments and wave propagation para-
indicate a propagation mode which is different from meters.
that of bubbly flow regime. It was found out that two distinct modes of the

As liquid flow increases and bubble size flow structural developments in bubbly flow are
decreases, the structure of the power spectrum in observed depending on the flow conditions, and
bubbly flow becomes wider and more complicated. they are well represented by the time record as
and their peak frequency tends to increase. The well as statistical parameters. The propagation
power spectra observed in the present work show a characteristics of the void waves show also two
wider range of frequency than previous obser- different types of tendency, by depending on the
vations of a few Hz. In Fig. 17, typical variation of characteristics of structural development in bubbly
the wavelength is shown for two different cases of flow, and they are well revealed in the propagation
structural developments. Discrete bubbly flow parameters.
indicates, in general, low value of COH, and highly It is shown that the present design of void
packed bubble flow shows the lowest value of COH meter has good dynamic resolution which is
due to its characteristics of random nature of void required to investigate the structural developments
fluctuations with small amplitude. Once the large of bubbly flow and the propagation of void waves
structure (e.g., clustered bubbles or Talylor bubbles) in a flow channel.
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